Mondi Shanduka – 2008 Awards
South Africa's premier newspaper journalists lauded at Mondi Shanduka
Newspaper Awards
South Africa's top journalists were recognised for their work at the prestigious Mondi
Shanduka Newspaper Awards hosted at the Wanderers Club in Johannesburg on
Wednesday, 6 May.
The judging panel, led by Professor Guy Berger, head of Rhodes University's school of
journalism and media studies, said there was no shortage of high quality work to choose
from in selecting this year's winners.
"It was very clear that had the winning entries not been there, we would not have been
left empty-handed. Far from it: other entries would have completely deserved to be given
the leading place. And if these others had not been submitted, there would still have been
yet another layer with legitimate claim to being the best entries."
He said that South Africa is lucky to have the cadre of professionals that it has. "Indeed,
at a time when lay-offs are troubling the industry, these journalists underline the
importance of the fourth estate to a true democracy."
Now in its eighth year, the theme of this year's competition was ‘The Obvious is the
Enemy' and featured 601 entries from 37 South African newspapers.

Hard News
Winner
01

Secret boy's weird world
(The Star)

In this category, the stories covered every topic under the South African sun:
staples like crime and accidents, tragedies and triumphs. Big stories like 2010
featured, although there was - surprisingly - little about the electricity crisis. In
several cases, the reality of the report was blurred through boring phraseology
like "the atmosphere was tense". But the leading entries included a heartrending
story which nearly went untold, with a key source being tapped shortly before he
died. It was about an 8-year-old boy kept as a secret captive by his father, and
only discovered when the man became fatally ill. That the youngster's mother
had been a black domestic worker (whereabouts unknown), seemed a part of a
tragically home-grown story. The piece was written under pressure of deadlines,
with sensitivity and avoidance of easy sensationalism.

Another leading entry did a fine job in detailing the news, and news background,
around an 18-year-old samurai-sword murderer of Krugersdorp.

01

Alex Eliseev

Alex Eliseev is a senior general reporter for The Starnewspaper in
Johannesburg. He joined the daily in 2005, after a short spell at the South
African Press Association (SAPA). Prior to that, he worked for the national
weekly, Sunday Times, and Caxton'scommunity newspapers in northern
Johannesburg.

02

Kanina Foss

Kanina Foss graduated with a post-graduate diploma in journalism from Rhodes
University in 2006. She spent a year working for Grahamstown community
newspaper, Grocott's Mail, before moving to The Star at the end of 2007. She
has since been privileged to continue telling stories about South Africa and its
people.

Finalist
01

Satan se ek moet moer
(Beeld)

Along with the 'Satan sê ek moet moer' are titles such as 'Ons was bang vir hom';
'Ons seun is geboelie'; 'Baai Jacques' and 'Hy het sward gereeld geslyp'.
01
Amanda Roestoff
02
Leane du Plessis

Analysis and Commentary
Winner
01

ANC brought this on itself, Zuma's poisoned chalice and
Better the devil we know"
(City Press)

Most entries here related to political issues, but there were also other subjects.
There was naturally dissection of the dissidence within the ANC after
Polokwane; Mbeki's departure; and the appointment of President Kgalema
Motlanthe. Other stories provided insight into the commoditisation of Nelson
Mandela, and some unravelled complex legal reports. The environment and
social issues also featured. These were all generally very competently done,
although with hindsight, much more about the global economy and its relevance
for South Africa could have been written.

Surprisingly, there were no leading articles among the entries. Leaders are the
most decisive expression of a publication's opinion, and the many thoughtful,
well-written leaders in South Africa surely deserve recognition.
01

Makhudu Sefara

Makhudu Sefara is currently the political editor of City Press. He was
previously the news editor and investigations editor of the same publication.
Makhudu, a journalism masters student at the Tshwane University of
Technology, started his career at the Sowetan in 1996 and joined The Star in
2002 as a political writer. He briefly worked as a parliamentary correspondent
for the Independent Newspaper group before joining City Press five years ago.

Finalist
01

Owning a piece of Mandela
(The Weekender)

01
Michael Bleby

Feature Writing
Winner
01

Place to BEE
(Sunday Times Lifestyle)

As in previous years, this category was the most popular for 2008's work, which
meant that competition was stiffest here. Many entries revealed acute
observation and real research, and the result was richly textured description and
insight, taking readers on a journey of tangible discovery.
The stories showed social trends ranging from enrichment to drug devastation,
as well as the people behind the personalities. There were narratives about nature
and portraits of places (in several cases, outside SouthAfrica).Exposing readers
to other realities were stories that included "Vreemde wêreld van die Dogon",

"Soccer riches - a bridge too far" (set in Lagos), "Vlugvoos in Tsjad" and "To
live in Zimbabwe is to die". There was "A short fuse", measuring the status of
mini-skirts after the attack on a wearer at the Noord Street taxi rank. "Guns ain't
roses after all" told of a paraplegic working for a gun-free South Africa. "Liefste
Madeleine (van Biljon)" was an interview with the famous writer, and "We, the
yellow peril" was about being a Chinese South African.
01

Thabo Mkhize

Thabo Mkhize, 31, has worked as a journalist for the past nine years. He spent
the first seven years of his career with South Africa's largest weekend
newspaper, the Sunday Times, based in Durban and later in Johannesburg
before he joined The Times during its inception two years ago. Mkhize was
awarded a National Diploma in Journalism from the Durban University of
Technology and graduated in 2000. Three years later he was named the
Vodacom Editors' Choice Provincial Journalist of the Year winner, an award
given to outstanding young South African journalists and in the same year was
voted the ‘Most improved journalist' and ‘Best employee Sunday Times Durban
Bureau' - awards that earned him a promotion to the head office in
Johannesburg where he continued doing the general news beat and writing for
other sections of the paper including Insight, Sports and Lifestyle.
He has been experience covering international events including a visit to Fifa's
headquarters in Zurich for the announcement of the host country for the 2010
Soccer World Cup. He has also journeyed to Iraq to cover the unfolding
humanitarian crisis resulting from the ouster of Iraqi President Saddam Hussein
in 2003.

In 2005 he was a recipient of the Alfred Friendly Press Fellowship which is
afforded to mid-level journalist with great potential from a developing country.
The fellowship gave him an opportunity to work for the St Louis Post Dispatch
in St Louis, Missouri, in the US. The five months he spent at the newspaper saw
him attending journalism training classes and these included a two week
training at the famous Poynter Institute for Media Studies. Since joining The
Times, Thabo has continued to contribute to the Lifestyle section of the Sunday
Times. He has also branched out into the realm of multimedia reporting, by
shooting video footage for The Times' online multimedia portal.

Finalists
01

Bloederigheid tussen hul tande
(Beeld)

01
Elise Tempelhoff
02

My little angel Adam
(Cape Argus)

01
Leila Samodien
03

The old man in Room 21
(The Star)

01
Alex Eliseev

Investigative Journalism
Winner
01

Killer Water (Series)
(Daily Dispatch)

The judges said, "It is important to praise the outstanding work of smaller
newspapers and their persistence in bringing important issues to the fore and
exposing cover-ups. Their work speaks to the strength of team versus individual
efforts. This is to be encouraged."
01

Ntando Makhubu

Ntando Makhubu is the health reporter at the Daily Dispatch.
02

Chandre Prince

Chandré Prince was the special-projects reporter at the Daily Dispatch. She is
currently a senior reporter at Sunday Times.
03

Lubabalo Ngcukana

Lubabalo is a reporter at Daily Dispatch.

Finalists
01

Arms firm did give cash to ANC
(Mail & Guardian)

01
Sam Sole
02
Stefaans Brummer
03
Adriaan Basson
02

Pleaded in vain
(Sunday Times)

01
Simphiwe Nkwali

Creative Journalism
Winner
01

Brassed off by the Brits
(Sunday Times Lifestyle)

In this category, there was a surfeit of chronicles about corruption. It may be that
there are so many cases that they can be picked up like diamonds on the
Skeleton Coast. But, even so, those journos playing a serious watchdog role are
doing society very proud.
We take our hats off for the effort made by a select bunch of journalists to keep
this genre alive in our country – in the face of

a myriad obstacles,

including unprecedented cost-cuts and lack of investment. Arguably,
investigative journalism has never been so important given the pressures on the
industry.
01
Rowan Philp

Rowan is chief reporter for the Sunday Times. In a 16-year career, he has
reported from 25 countries around the world - from the hostage crisis in the
Philippines to the cholera epidemic in Zimbabwe and tsunami in Sri Lanka. He
worked as a feature writer at the Washington Post on fellowship 2000,
including solo coverage of White House events; and was London Bureau chief
for the Sunday Times until April 2008. Philp continues to tackle events and
investigations on all subjects, but has a special focus on foreign, science and
service-delivery issues.

Finalist
01

Onder 4 oe: Ben Schoeman is... ne e un Sissy
(Beeld)

01
Mirada Fitzpatrick

Graphic Journalism
Winner
01

Rape of Justice
(Sunday Times)

The judges did not necessarily endorse the sentiments of the controversial "Rape
of Justice" cartoon, but acknowledged it is an outstandingly powerful visual
statement that had been deliberately designed to elicit enormous reaction."

01

Zapiro (Jonathan Shapiro)

Zapiro (aka Jonathan Shapiro, b 1958, Cape Town) is editorial cartoonist
for Mail & Guardian and Sunday Times.Studied architecture, became an antiapartheid activist (1983) and cartoonist forSouth (1987). Detained 1988 by
security police before leaving for New York on a Fulbright Scholarship. Has
published 14 cartoon collections. Has received numerous international and SA
awards.

Finalists
01

De ANC kan nie Cope nie
(Die Burger)

01
Jaco Grobbelaar
02

n Verspilde eeu van mislukte revolusies
(Rapport)

01
Anton Vermeulen

Popular Journalism
Winner
01

Prince Chauke
(Sunday Sun)

Prince Chauke studied law (B.Proc) at the University of Durban Westville. He
started his journalism career as a freelance journalist for the Sowetan in 2006
and joined the Sunday Sun as a senior showbiz writer in 2007.
He is awared the Popular Journalism award his stories "The Faker" and "How do
you COPE with 'Doctor' Willie?"

Finalist
01

Brain Hayward
(Weekend Post)

Brain is the second runner-up in the popular journalism category for his "Sleepy
town's sordid love scandal turns bloody".

News Photographs
Winner
01

Kids learn lesson of hate
(The Star)

"The winning entry could truly be said to be worth a thousand words as, in one
frame, it said so much about the madness of xenophobia. The inclusion in the
shot of children laughing mockingly at an older woman refugee from the other
side of a red fence adds a poignancy and despair about the next generation," said
the judges.

01

Chris Collingridge

Chris Collingridge has worked as a press photographer in South Africa since
1994. He worked for the Sunday Times & Business Day before working in
Central & West Africa as a freelance photographer for foreign media including
the Associated Press, The Boston Globe & The Christian Science Monitor. He
is currently the Chief Photographer at The Star newspaper.

Feature Photographs
Winner
01

The 6.10 to safety
(The Star)

Many papers appear to be running multi-picture spreads, and the photographers
involved were therefore able to enter a portfolio that told a story on the same
subject."
THE 6.10 TO SAFETY - THE STORY BEHIND THE STORY
It all began two weeks after the beginnings of the xenophobic attacks in
Johannesburg. And it was less than 24 hours after Mozambican Ernesto
Nhamuave was torched to death by an angry mob in Ramaphosa Township on
the East Rand. Journalist Shaun Smillie and I found ourselves chasing two Metro
Police cars that were escorting a Red Cross mini van through Soweto.
We struggled to keep up as the traffic built to its usual rush hour madness.
Forced to stop at a traffic light on Old Potchefstroom Road we lost the convoy,
but we knew where they were headed. As the traffic lights turned green we
continued, dodging mini bus taxis, and rushed to Park Station in the
Johannesburg CBD.
The Red Cross' special cargo was a family of six. In haste they had packed what
they could carry, their thoughts only to flee from the xenophobic violence and to
return to their homeland, Mozambique.
At the station we grabbed our gear and rushed towards the entrance, only to be
greeted by a desperate wall of people, children and their belongings. Our family
of six had quickly turned into a family of hundreds. Unsure of how to find the
particular family of six, Smillie and I split up, we scanned the crowd for about
half an hour before we recognised them. We stay closed to them as they rushed
through the turnstiles, and headed for platform sixteen to board the train to
Komatiepoort.
Grinding to a stop the grimy, yellow and grey Metro Rail train pulled into the
station. We surged with the crowd and our subjects as we queued at the open
carriage doors. My focus was on little Mawra Ngwenya, who was sporting a red
tracksuit. She was seated on her uncles' hip as they pushed through the throng of
fellow passengers who were trying to find a seat. The carriage was dark and

within minutes it's packed to capacity, but her tracksuit stood out and I'm able to
track their progress until they settled in.
Smillie and I stood awkwardly on the platform, watching the family through the
smudged window until the train jerked once and slowly pulled out of the station.
We waved goodbye as the 6.10, their train to safety, left Johannesburg.

01

Jennifer Bruce

Bruce completed the inaugural Photojournalism and Documentary Photography
course at the Market Photo Workshop in 2006 and joined The Star as an intern.
A relative newcomer to the industry she has nonetheless begun to make her
mark receiving a highly commended award in the Feature Photographs category
in the Mondi Shanduka 2007 Awards. In 2008 Bruce received the following
commendations in the FujiFilm Southern Africa Photographic Awards: Highly
Commended - Picture Story, Commended - Main Portfolio, and 2 images
selected in the Judges' Selection Category. Bruce continues to work at The
Star.

Finalist
01

Alon Skuy
(The Times)

The runner-up was Alon Skuy for "What the hell is going on?" and "10inTEN
Your hate attacks in 10 minutes."

Presentation
Winner
01

Mob Nation (series)
(Mail & Guardian)

Few journalists working at the Mail & Guardian will easily forget the last week
in May 2008. As a weekly paper, it seemed strange that on a Monday, only a few
staff members on the sub-editors and newdesk were around. A muted
somberness hung in the air. Most of the staff were fanned out in different parts
of Gauteng trying to "capture" a huge breaking story of mob-styled violence
engulfing the province.
As colleagues slowly made their way back to the office later the afternoon, a
spontaneous group collected outside the editor, Ferial Haffajee's office. An
abiding image was, one of her on the floor, typing notes vigorously, while
journalists relayed their experiences. One word encapsulates the "story behind
the story" of the paper that week: teamwork.
Later that week, the task from a presentation view, was to package and depict
the network of violence and anger that emerged: using a range of perspectives
gathered by the writers and photographers. These ranged from official sources
(Absent Mbeki critised over violence, SA knew of xenophobia threat:Kasrils) to
exploring the theories of how the violence started (No third-force: Manuel,
Caught in the hostel trap) to outlining the first-hand experiences of both
"victims" (Tell them we're from here, ‘You can't image the pain) and
"perpetrators" (Inside the mob) of the violence as well as the humanitarian crisis
that ensued and those who sought to deal with it (Where to from here, An angel
who started cooking).

The editor gave us a brief to utilise photographs as boldly as possible, which in
itself became a story-telling method. We used thicker borders than usual around
the photographs, with a slight drop-shadow, which created depth to each page.
The strap at the top of each page, made by our graphic artist John McCann, was
used as a unifying element for the section. "Inside the mob" seemed more
appropriate than the initial blanket "xenophobia" title, especially when the
diverse nature of the violence emerged, without reinforcing the "us" and "them"
dynamic.

01

Sukasha Singh

Sukasha Singh has been a journalist since she was 19 years old when she started
freelancing at the Sunday Tribune in Durban during her first year of journalism
studies. She worked on a variety of beats - crime, medical and entertainment to
name a few - before moving to the sub-editors' desk. She was the deputy chief
sub of the Saturday Star and of ThisDay before moving to the Mail & Guardian
five years ago. She is now the M&G's Motoring Editor/Senior Sub-Editor.
02

Jacqueline Steenveldt

Jacqueline Steeneveldt works as a sub-editor at the Mail & Guardian. She
obtained a degree in Journalism, as a Design and English major from Rhodes
University (cum laude). She also holds a Master's degree in Journalism from
Wits University. Her research report involved a case study of mediaconsumption patterns and how this impacted on identities of Ethiopian
migrants living in Johannesburg.
She worked as a reporter and layout sub-editor at Beeld newspaper for five
years with a brief stint as revise sub-editor at the Star prior to her current
position. Before her career in Journalism, she trained as a professional nurse (B
Nursing at Wits university (1992-1996) and worked as a trauma nurse at the
Johannesburg General Hospital and later for a nursing agency in London.
03

Ricky Hunt

Ricky Hunt has been a sub-editor at the Mail & Guardian since July 2007. He
has an honours degree in Journalism, an honours degree in English Literature
and a BA majoring in English and Psychology and sub-majoring in Philosophy,
all from the University of the Witwatersrand. Before he joined the M&G he
worked as a website administrator and assistant coordinator for the NGO
HIV/Aids and the Media Project.

Finalist
01

Robin Crouch
(The Witness)

Awarded for the '90-year walk'.

Story of the year
Winner
01

Xenophobia Series
(The Star)

The most severe xenophobic attacks erupted on Sunday, May 11, 2008 when
residents of Johannesburg's oldest township, Alexandra, began attacking
foreigners. The victims were the poor, many of them illegal immigrants from
Mozambique and strife-torn Zimbabwe.
It would be the start of two weeks of xenophobic violence, the greatest challenge
to South Africa's young democracy since 1994.When it was over, at least 62
people lay dead and tens of thousands were left homeless.
These photographs serve as a record of that violence, from Alexandra where
angry mobs hunted foreigners throughout the night, often going house to house
in their pursuit. The rioting and killing became more brutal as machete wielding
crowds began burning and hacking their victims. Those who escaped fled to
police stations, which overnight became refugee camps filled with the displaced,
while others slipped back across the border to their neighbouring countries.
As an over extended police force continued their fight to quell the unrest, the
riots spread from Pretoria, where they first manifested, to Johannesburg and then
to Cape Town. It was only with the deployment of the South African army that
the worst of the unrest subsided, leaving a humanitarian crisis, the extent of
which South Africa had never seen.
‘'Faces of Xenophobic hate''
Date: 12/05/08. Time: 10:35am. Location: 4thAvenue, Alexandra Township
‘'Alex up in flames''
Date: 13/05/08. Time: 20:33pm. Location: Alexandra Township, extension 7.
‘'Stop These Flames''
Date: 18/05/08. Time: 17:13pm. Location:Primrose informal settlement.

‘'Think roots and wings''
Date: 20/05/08. Time: 9:28am. Location:Ramaphosa informal settlement.
"McBride reads the riot act"
Date: 20/05/08. Time: 12:26pm. Location:Ramaphosa informal settlement.
01

Antoine de Ras

Antoine de Ras started his photographic career as a studio assistant. After three
years, he gave in to the lure of photojournalism and started work for Rapport
and City Press. Seven years later, he moved to The Star, where he has been a
senior photographer since early 2007.

Journalist of the Year
Winner
01

Beauregard Tromp
(The Star)

On May 18, 2008 Johannesburg was up in flames. For more than a week the
fires had ben burning all around the city, starting in Alexandra where locals
targeted a group of foreigners.
By Sunday morning the wave of xenophobic violence that would eventually
sweep like a runaway fire throughout the entire country would engulf much of
Joburg. Myself and photographer Shayne Robinson were sent to Ramaphosa, a
township on the East Rand where a number of shacks belonging to foreigners
had already been razed.
A mob 100 meters down from the main entrance into the township had gathered
at the traffic circle, armed with pangas, knobkierries and even an umbrella,
taunting the large and heavily armed police contingent up the road. When police
eventually moved in on the mob, with us handful of journos using the cover of
their armoured vehicles, it would prove extremely dangerous with some
inexperienced and visibly shaken police firing wildly at the rubble raining down
on them and the haze of teargas adding to the confusion.
After the short skirmish we lingered halfway between police and the quickly
reformed mob. With those taking advantage of the lull in fighting came the
word- they were killing the Shangaans.
Without waiting for police we raced towards the mob. By the time we got to
their gathering point they had dispersed. But not without leaving a chilling
example of their handywork. A burning man.

Alan Kirkland Soga Lifetime Achiever Award
Winner
01

Joe Thloloe
Joe Thloloe named Mondi Shanduka Newspaper Awards lifetime achiever
After almost 50 years in the media, veteran journalist Joe Thloloe has been
awarded the Alan Kirkland Soga Lifetime Achiever accolade in recognition
of his extraordinary contribution to newspaper journalism in South Africa.
The current South African Press Ombudsman was applauded for the role he has
played in the industry at the eighth annual Mondi Shanduka Newspaper Awards
in Johannesburg on Wednesday, May 6.
"This year the award was renamed after Soga, a historic editor from the late
19th century whose credo was, ‘Gainst the wrong that needs resistance; for the
good that lacks assistance'," said chief judge Professor Guy Berger.
"Thloloe's life personifies this motto. He is possibly the most respected South
African journalist and a professional with an unparalleled wealth of courage,
compassion and commitment that dates back almost 50 years in the media."
Thloloe has worked for The World, Rand Daily Mail,Golden City
Post and Drum magazine, and is a former deputy editor of Sowetan. He was also
editor in chief of both SABC News and e.tv News.
A journalist in the apartheid struggle, he was convicted for his part in the 1960
Anti-pass Campaign that led to the Sharpeville Massacre, detained for four
months in 1976 following the students' uprising of that year; detained in 1977
for 18 months under the Terrorism Act; banned in 1981 for three years under the
Suppression of Communism Act; and detained, tried and jailed for 19 months
between 1982 to 1984.

Thloloe is a former chairman of the South African Editors' Forum, deputy
chairman of the Southern African Editors' Forum and president of the Union of
Black Journalists and Media Workers Association of South Africa. In 1988, he
was a Nieman Fellow at Harvard University.
Other recipients of this lifetime achievement honour include the late Dr Aggrey
Klaaste, David Hazelhurst, Raymond Louw and Mathatha Tsedu.

Photography: Sports Photography
Winner
01

Dis weer die ou Bulle
(Rapport)

"It was noteworthy that the best range of pictures came from a wide range of
sports, including the minor ones."
01

Deaan Vivier

In 2001 word ek as student-fotograaf by Beeld aangestel en ontvang ek ´n
eervolle vermelding vir die PIEA studente en onderwysers foto uitstalling en
kompetisie.
In 2002 wen ek die toekenning as die Nasionale Persklub se fotograaf van die
jaar en in 2005 is ek bekroon as die Fujifilm African Press Awards se
naaswenner in die portfolio-afdeling.
In 2007 word ek aangewys as die South African Hockey Association se
fotograaf van die jaar en word ek bevorder tot senior fotograaf van Beeld.
Van Januarie 2008 met my aanvaarding van ´n pos as senior fotograaf van
Rapport spits ek my meer toe op sportfotografie.
Verlede jaar verower ek ´n silwertoekenning in die Portret-kategorie van die
Fuji Professional Awards. Met die Profoto Awards het ek drie
silwertoekennings ingepalm.
Ek is van 1 April vanjaar aangestel as die hooffotograaf van Foto24 se Pretoriakantoor. Foto24 is ´n fotoagentskap binne Media24 waarin fotograwe van
Rapport, Beeld, Die Burger en Volksblad saamgesmelt het.

Finalist
01

Cornel van Heerden
(Bleed)

Cornel's "'n lemoen 'n dag" received second place.

Newspapers: Freewin Award

Winner
01

Beeld
The Beeld collected 94 points.

Newspapers: McCall Award
Winner
01

Business Day

Newspapers: Joel Mervis Award
Winner
01

Rapport

	
  

